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ABSTRACT

Ika Desi Asari, A320100165. SYMPATHY AND EMPATHY STRATEGIES IN THE WEB PAGE OF MICHAEL SCHUMACHER’S NEWS. School of teacher Training and Education. Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, 2014.

The objectives of the study are to describe the sympathy and empathy strategies used in the web page of Michael Schumacher’s news and to describe the intention of the sympathy and empathy strategies used in the web page of Michael Schumacher’s news.

This research uses a qualitative descriptive method. This analysis focuses on the sympathy and empathy strategies and the intention of sympathy and empathy found in the web page of Michael Schumacher’s news.

The result of this research consists of two parts. First, in describing the sympathy and empathy strategies, the writer finds 75 data or 85% of direct speech act that consists of 59 data which are included as sympathy utterance and 16 data as which empathy utterance, 9 data or 10% of indirect speech act that consists of 4 data which are included as sympathy utterance and 5 data as empathy utterance. Four data or 5% of literal speech act those are included as sympathy utterance from 88 data of sympathy and empathy utterances. Second dealing with the intention of sympathy and empathy utterances, the writer finds 43 data or 49% showing encourage that consists of 37 data are included in sympathy utterance and 6 data are as empathy utterance. Twelve data or 14% showing concern that consists of 9 data are included in sympathy utterance and 3 data are included in empathy utterance. Twenty-one data or 23% showing sadness that consists of 14 data are included in sympathy utterance and 7 data are included in empathy utterance. The last, 13 data or 15% showing hope that consists of 9 data are included in sympathy utterance and 4 data as empathy utterance.
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